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WELCOME
Dear friends of Serbian baseball,
I write this letter with great fervor for the revival of the Serbian
Baseball Development Association (SBDA). The SBDA was officially
founded in 2008 as a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization aimed at helping
to develop baseball in Serbia, and it has maintained its status since
then. We have had a few periods in which the SBDA made some great
contributions to Serbian baseball in the past, and we look forward
to becoming an association that is once again able to have a positive
effect on the development of baseball in Serbia.
Many people in Serbia and abroad have asked the question, “Why
have baseball in Serbia?” As a country with a wealth of athletic talent,
the question we have always asked is, “Why not?” Baseball is an international sport being played in countries around the world regardless of
their size, climate, or economic prowess. This not only makes baseball
in Serbia seem necessary, but it also creates opportunity. Not all the
kids in Serbia have the opportunity to become the next Novak Djokovic
or the height to become the next Vlade Divac. Through baseball, they
can find their spot on the roster; they just need a bit of help.

The SBDA is here to help those
passionate Serbian ballplayers
who need a bit of assistance.
Sometimes that assistance is
to get metal spikes for a new
kid on the diamond for the first
time, and other times it’s to
help buy netting for a batting
cage. Whatever helps Serbian
baseball develop, we are there
to offer a hand

I have coached children, teens, and adults in Serbia, and one
thing stands out amongst them all regardless of age - their passion
for the sport. As Americans, it is assumed that people like baseball,
they know what it is, and they love the Dodgers (let the jokes begin).
However, it’s not the truth. Most people in Europe are surprised to
hear that there are baseball leagues, and if people don’t know these
leagues and players exist, imagine what those baseball leagues’
budgets are! The passion of these players is what brings them to the
field day after day; it is what persuades them to take a vacation day to
drive to and play in a tournament in Bulgaria; it is what drives them
stay up until 3 a.m. on a Wednesday to watch the first few innings of a
mid-season AL East game.
The SBDA is here to help those passionate Serbian ballplayers who
need a bit of assistance. Sometimes that assistance is to get metal
spikes for a new kid on the diamond for the first time, and other times
it’s to help buy netting for a batting cage. Whatever helps Serbian baseball develop, we are there to offer a hand.
Thus far, 2020 has been a year full of challenges, but I am energized
with the recent involvement of more people who are just as passionate
about Serbian baseball as I am. Specifically, I would like to welcome
and introduce Christian Bokich and Nick Mitrovich to the executive
committee. Their youth, energy, and passion for Serbian baseball has
already been evident in their involvement with the International Baseball Challenge and Team Serbia, and I look forward to their contributions and work for the proliferation of the SBDA and baseball in Serbia.
Thank you, friends, for supporting the SBDA and our mission to develop
baseball in Serbia.
Sincerely,

Keith Corona
Executive Officer
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SBDA BOARD
Nick MITROVICH III
Executive Officer

Nick Mitrovich is a 5th Generation Serbian from Chicago, Illinois. He still has very strong
family ties within Serbia with his Mom’s side of the family living in Smederevo. Nick has
been part of the Serbian Baseball Federation for the past 3 years as a player and now
coach. In his free time away from baseball he likes to attend Serbian events and spend
time with family. Nick’s ultimate goal is to help the Serbian Baseball Federation being in
the European A Pool and future Olympic Games.

Christian BOKICH
Executive Officer

Christian is a former collegiate baseball player for Miami University and Lee
University. He played in the prestigious Northwoods League and was the first SerbianAmerican to join back in 2013. He has contributed crucial qualifying outings as a closer
to secure pool B in 2017 against Bulgaria and had a prominent outing becoming the
winning starter pitcher to beat Croatia in the semi-finals of the International Baseball
Challenge in 2018.

Keith CORONA
Executive Officer

Keith Corona has been involved with Serbian baseball as a player, coach, and associate
since 2007, founded the Serbian Baseball Development Association in 2008, and
seasonally lived in Belgrade from 2007-2015. He holds a B.A. in Business Administration
and an M.A. in Linguistics. Corona is currently a lecturer at the University of California,
Santa Barbara and resides in Santa Barbara with his wife, Andreea, and their two children
Emiliano and Nina. He hopes to one day permanently return to Serbia.
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OUR MISSION

Our goal is to develop
Serbian Baseball, and
with you, we can
accomplish this at a
rapid pace
How can you help?
Donations and sponsorships are
the best ways to help our National
program grow. Your donations
are tax deductible as the SBDA is
a registered 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization.

Where will
donations and
sponsorships money
and equipment go?
Your donations will
go directly to Serbia
Baseball to be used
for fields, equipment,
travel costs, and basic
player amenities.

What are the Serbian
Baseball Federation’s
major plans to move Serbia
Baseball to a larger level?
Field Improvements
Serbia only has one baseball field
in a country of a population of about
7 million people, and the field is
located in Belgrade at Ada Ciganlija.
Being the only field in Serbia, our

goal is to make this our national
treasure making it easier to sell the
game of baseball to Serbian youth.
The baseball players in Serbia work
very hard to compete at a high
level and they deserve a home field
that is one of the best in Europe to
play and practice on day in day out.
Also, making upgrades to the field
in Belgrade will help us host more
tournaments for large European
competitions and help recruit
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SBDA BOARD
Serbians from all parts of the world
to help represent the national team.
Serbia Baseball knows that
one field won’t grow the game
any quicker either and recently
were given permission from the
government of Serbia to start
building a new field in the second
largest city Novi Sad. As mentioned
above with the field in Belgrade
our goal is to give Serbian Baseball
players the best fields possible and
make them the best fields in Europe.
As of now baseball players in Novi
Sad play and practice on a soccer
field which is only sized for a little
league competition. Building this field
in Novi Sad will give us another way
avenue that is essential to moving
this Federation down the right path.
This is one of the largest projects
that the Serbian Baseball Federation
has taken on which they estimated
can coast up to $25.000 USD.

Uniforms and Equipment
Bats, Gloves, Balls, are all the
basics that are always needed
yearly for any baseball program
and these are highly encouraged

Little League Filed in Kragujevac
donations to the federation. Getting
new equipment in Serbia is not an
easy thing to do since most baseball
companies do not offer shipping to
Serbia. Monetary donations can be
used to buy hats and jerseys which
can be bought in Serbia.

Tournaments and Travel
Serbian Baseball travels all over
Europe and making sure players
have proper travel and lodging is
important for our players to compete
at the highest level. Renting buses
allows players, coaches, and front
office members to travel as a team
instead of packing into multiple cars.

Having a hotel close to tournament
fields saves them from extra
unnecessary travel, time to use
the facilities the field may offer at
anytime, and allows the coaching
staff an easier way to scout the
tournament. Finally, we would like
to make sure our players are fed
properly before and after games as
a team, when the national team is
on the road we want to make sure
everything is done together to show
our strength and unity as a nation
and team.
If you would like to donate or have
any question about the SBDA or The
Serbian Baseball Federation.

HOW CAN YOU DONATE?
By website

serbianbaseball.org/donate/

By Mail
Checks or money orders can be made payable to either the SBDA or the
Serbian Baseball Development Association. You can send your donation in
by mail to:
c/o The Serbian Baseball Development Association
1020 East Adams Avenue
Fowler, California 93625
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SBDA OFFICERS

SBDA board discusses
how they plan to impact
the Serbian baseball
community in a short Q&A
by Jovan Popović

W

ith a board full of
Americans prepared to
embrace their Serbian
roots, the board discusses their
hopeful impacts as a member of the
SBDA. They discuss what Serbian
baseball means to them, and how
they plan to implement positive
change now they’re in a position
to do so. After past involvement
as coaches and/or players, Nick

Mitrovich, Christian Bokich and
Keith Corona reveal their thoughts
on the Serbian baseball program,
and the potential that lies within.
What are some of the changes you
are looking to bring to Serbian
baseball considering your life’s
experiences with the sport?
Nick Mitrovich: A goal of ours is
to make sure we take care of our
players in Serbia giving them the
best facilities and equipment we

I’ve been involved with
Baseball all my life.
Being a player for Team
Serbia has been the proudest
moment in my athletic career.
Transitioning into the coaching
staff has also been a dream
come true. Now being
able to be a board
member it gives me
the opportunity to
really achieve the
goal of growing
Serbia Baseball
to its fullest
potential.

possibly can. With only one field
in Serbia we would like to make it
the best in Europe. With equipment
hard to come by in Europe we need
to focus on sending the latest and
greatest equipment for our players
to keep ahead of the competition
and players up to date on their
tools.
Christian Bokich: I’m looking to
bring genuine change to Serbian
baseball from a foundational
standpoint. This includes
financially and operationally. The
sport is a low stock that’s ready
to rise with incredible physical
specimens that is rooted in our
Yugoslavian blood. Athletic genetics
are needed to play baseball and
sports in general, and Serbs contain
that.
Keith Corona: Although Serbian
baseball, currently, is fun and
interesting, I believe that my
experience with baseball as a player
and a coach at the collegiate level
can help lead the development of
the league both in organizational
manner as well as from a playerdevelopment perspective.
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What do you think about the
potential of the SBDA as a
whole? How significant can this
organization become in aiding
baseball development in a
continent not particularly known
for the sport?
Nick Mitrovich: Our SBDA
potential is huge! We give the
Serbian Baseball Federation a
boost in funding that can be used
for recruiting new players, new
equipment, and improvements to
fields plus facilities. In addition
donations made to SBDA are tax
deductible as we are a 501c3
organization. Even though Serbia
isn’t known for baseball, having
the proper channels to educate the
Serbian Public about the game of
baseball will be a key part of our
organization as well. Recruiting
and educating new baseball players
will take time but the SBDA and the
Serbian Baseball Federation share
a vision and are committed to the
Serbian home grown player system.
Christian Bokich: The SBDA will
bring awareness along with a
platform for marketing Serbian
Baseball. These can be events,
campaigns, camps, teams, recruiting
or any of the sort. This will be the
hub where the backbone of baseball
operations lies.
Keith Corona: The SBDA overall
is extremely exciting because the
upside to what it can be and what
it can offer to Bejzbol Savez Srbije
is limitless. This association was
developed to be community based
and community supported, so the
more people involved, the more
success we will have. When I refer

to success, it is not only financial
success, yet it is also the success of
forming bonds between players in
Serbia and players in the U.S.A. of
Serbian descent; it is the connection
of coaches putting on clinics in
Serbia in the summer; it is the
laughs, sweat, and Rakija-inspired
singing of Djordje Balasevic after
a double-header. Regarding the
SBDA’s role in helping Serbia
develop baseball in Europe, a
continent much more known for
kicking balls than throwing them,
it is crucial. Without the assistance
of the SBDA, Serbian baseball will
likely remain stagnant. That is not
due to a lack of trying on Bejzbol
Savez Srbije’s part, but rather it
shows that this sport is difficult
to develop without assistance. If
we look at the more successful
baseball leagues in Europe, they
have been helped out tremendously
with foreign aid. Unfortunately
for Serbia, as it often seems to be
the case, the major contributors to
these successful European baseball
leagues don’t seem to see much
potential ROI in Serbia and have

Although Serbian baseball,
currently, is fun and
interesting, I believe
that my experience
with baseball as a
player and a coach at
the collegiate level
can help lead the
development of
the league both in
organizational manner
as well as from a
player-development
perspective.
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thus helped accordingly; that is to
say minimally. The SBDA is the only
organization that is solely aimed at
helping SERBIAN baseball. As we’ve
seen, if we don’t do it, who will?
Considering your experiences with
the team thus far, what are some of
the major realizations you’ve seen,
and how will this influence your
actions as a member of the board ?
Nick Mitrovich: As a former player
and now coach I have seen the ins
and outs of Serbia Baseball and the
experiences I’ve had have been very
positive. Representing Serbia on
an international level is the most
proud I’ve ever been in my entire life.
With that being said I know and the
Federation knows that improvements
are always in our minds. These
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SBDA OFFICERS

The SBDA is the only
organization that is
solely aimed at helping
SERBIAN baseball. As
we’ve seen, if we don’t
do it, who will?

improvements have been stated
throughout this magazine but I
will state them once more as they
are crucial to the Serbia Baseball
Federations success recruiting
process, field and facility, and
finally equipment.
As a board member I look forward
to networking with future and
current donors on the best
course of action in helping Serbia
Baseball.
Christian Bokich: My experience
has led me to see an amazing
involvement in the last decade of
something I didn’t know to exist.
Not only did I believe it didn’t exist,
but I had no idea that it would
lead to winning championships
and qualifying for higher pools in
Europe.
We are inching closer and closer
on an upward path and we need
proper organizational tools to put
it all together. This will ensure that
whatever outreach or partnership
embarked upon will be done with
proper/legal protocol by myself.

Keith Corona: I was heavily
involved with Serbian baseball from
2007-2014 and have taken a small
step back since then though I am a
lifelong member of Serbian baseball
and the SBDA.
In those earlier years, just getting
9 kids onto the field was
sometimes a difficult
task, but now I see the
National Team roster
dotted with AmericanSerbs and tryouts
being held. This
is already a success,
but my plans and vision

The SBDA will bring
awareness along with a
platform for marketing
Serbian Baseball. This
can be events, campaigns,
camps, teams, recruiting
or any of the sort. This
will be the hub where the
backbone of Baseball
Operations lies.

for Serbian baseball has always
been much higher. With the recent
interest of the Serbian diaspora,
now is the time for major progress
to happen. As a member of the
board, I hope that my lengthy,
hands-on experience with Serbian
baseball combined with my
original vision of what it
can and should be will be
a source of inspiration
and leadership for the
other board members as
well as those supporters
who become involved
in the future.
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ADD
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BOARD OF ADVISORS
Bill ANDERSON
Advisor
Billy is the Co-Founder of Just Thrive Health, a leader in the U.S. nutritional
supplement space. He has also served as Executive Vice President of DMS
Pharmaceutical Group, a global pharmaceutical wholesale distributor. A lifelong
resident of the Chicago area, Billy has been involved in the Serbian-American
community his whole life.He has also spent countless hours on a baseball field, both
as a player and coach. As a member of the Serbian National team’s coaching staff, a
highlight of his baseball career was the 2019 Olympic qualifier tournament in Bulgaria.

Alex BOKICH
Advisor
Alex Bokich has been a Mortgage Banker in the Chicagoland area for 31 years. He lives
in Burr Ridge, IL with his wife and two younger children. His oldest, Christian, is an
Executive Officer and has been a pitcher for the Serbian National Team since 2013. Half
of Alex’s clients are of Balkan descent, and he has been a big part of creating support for
Serbian Baseball.

Branko BORICICH
Advisor
Branko has been at Commodities Trader at the Chicago Board of Trade since 1985.
Currently, he’s also the owner of the Megaplex Sports Complex in Homer Glen, IL. He spent
years coaching youth baseball & basketball. Both daughters played basketball (one in
college) & his son played baseball at Penn State University & has played for Team Srbija.
Branko is a strong supporter of Serbian Baseball. His family consists of his wife Nada,
daughter Natalia Grujic (son-in-law Adam), son Marko, and daughter Daniela.

Vujo DUPOR
Advisor
Vujo has over 20 years of experience in sales, marketing and management of residential
real estate in Chicago, Illinois and the surrounding area. His many years of involvement
and dedication to the Serbian-American community have positively impacted the youth in
his church diocese. Working together with others, his expertise and willingness to serve
are assets to the development of youth sports.

Zak IVKOVIĆ
Advisor
Zak is the Executive Director of City University of New York Athletic Conference. He brings
unrivaled experience to our advisory staff from both an athletic and business perspective.
His prominence within the Serbian-American community is also of great benefit to the
SBDA.
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Nicholas S. MITROVICH III
Advisor
Nick Mitrovich III is a producer at FOX TV Chicago and has helped productions of
MLB & NFL shows. He’s also known as the PA Announcer for various sporting events
including the Chicago Bulls that includes the voice of the 2020 Rising Stars NBA AllStar game. Nick brings a strong commitment to detail and looks to bring out the best in
everybody to make the product the best it can be.

Nada POPOVIĆ
Advisor
Nada is based in Hamilton, Canada, and has been a supporter of Baseball in Serbia since
2012 when her son Jovan played on the Serbian National Junior team. After comparing the
standards of baseball in Serbia to North America, she became instrumental in fundraising,
and connecting Baseball Serbia to other organizations, making a significant difference
for Serbian Baseball. Although her son stopped playing due to an injury and now writes
about the sport, Nada remains active and supportive not only with Serbian Baseball, but
also as a board member of Lifeline Canada Humanitarian Organization, who assists other
organizations in her homeland Serbia.

Miller VOLNEY SCANLAN
Advisor
Miller is a believer of Jesus Christ, and a quality control manager of a leading composite
manufacture company. He has been involved in mentoring and coaching for over twenty
years. He is a member of NAYS (National Alliance for Youth Sports) and part of Miracle
League baseball. He has helped several players further their careers all the way through
college and beyond. His involvement in Serbia baseball began in 2015 with several trips,
having skills camps, providing equipment and coaching training, which is ongoing today.

Zoran TOMAŠEVIĆ
Advisor
Zoran “Toma” Tomasevic is a business professional with many years of management
experience in the car rental industry. He lives in Clearwater, Florida where he moved to 19
years ago from Belgrade, Serbia. Toma has an extensive background in the entertainment
business in Serbia as a performing artist and TV host and producer. He has been supporting
Serbian baseball ever since he moved the the US. His son, Marko Tomasevic, made several
appearances as a pitcher for the Serbian Junior team.♦

Nikola VUČEVIĆ
Advisor
Nikola’s baseball experience started in 1987, being one of the first people to bring the
game of baseball to Serbia. He has been on the board of the of the Serbian Baseball
Federation since 1991 coordinating everything from Little League all the way up to the
Senior Team. He currently serves as Vice President of Serbian Baseball and the National
Team Head Coach for the U12, U15, and U23 Teams. Away from baseball he is a designer for
InB2B Magazines and Conferences.
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INTERVIEW

Getting to
know Serbian
Superstar
Nikola Vasic
Whenever asked to play for
Team Serbia, I will accept
for sure. It is something I’m
proud to be a part of I love
my teammates, coaches, and
the people over there so
whenever I get the chance
to play with them I want to
for sure
by Slobodan Bogdanović

N

ikola Vasic is one of many SerbianAmerican star players on the
team. After competing in many
tournaments with the teams, listen to some
of his best experiences, and what he has
to say about Serbian baseball. From his
playing time in the States, to not knowing
Serbia even had baseball, and even playing
tournaments in Europe, Vasic answers
all the questions in his interview. In a
country where baseball isn’t a prime sport,
experienced American players can go a
long way in the development of the team,
and being one of these major pieces, Vasic
is an important part in the future of this
team.
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What attracted you to the
sport?
It was the first sport I played,
and it was the first sport I like
the most so I just kept going
with it.

I’ve played every position pretty much except
for pitcher and catcher but I think shortstop or
second base is my favorite position.

Which segment of the game
is your favorite?

Right now I am focused on work and training,
but I have an opportunity to play for an
independent league team in the Frontier
League.

Hitting it’s the most fun
thing to do and base running
because I like anything to do
with running.
Besides Baseball what are
your other favorite sports to
play?
Besides baseball hockey is my
favorite sport; I like it because
it’s competitive quick, and it
gives me something to do in
the winter.
During your career what
positions have you played
on the diamond and what is
your favorite position?

Since you graduated from college what are
your plans now?

What was your first encounter with Serbian
Baseball?
Nikola Vucevic got in contact with me through
Facebook to play in the IBC Tournament
in Indiana, ever since then I have been
playing with the Serbia National Team in
tournaments.
When you first heard that Serbia had a
baseball team what were your thoughts?
I didn’t even know Serbia had a baseball
team but once I heard they did I was excited
to be a part of it.
Your first time playing for team Serbia

was in 2018 for the IBC
Tournament in Indiana
what were your first
impressions?
It was a great experience we
won the tournament and I
made a lot of good friends
that I still keep in touch with
to this day and can’t wait to
continue those friendships
on and off the field.
Last year you played in your
first official competition
for Serbia which was the
European championships
in Bulgaria. How was
your experience with that
competition?
The European tournament
was very competitive there
was a lot of talent but it was
good for us to have that
experience.
It was a new group for us
there was a lot of new guys,

I would love to play
out in Russia I think
that would be great
for us. Like I said
before we have a great
team we have some
experience under our
belt now and we’ll see
if it happens

15
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INTERVIEW
How many games will you
play this year?

it was frustrating because we
didn’t win but we did learn a
lot.

About 100 games but with the
coronavirus I’m not sure what
will happen.

What was missing from
Team Serbia to be better at
the championship?

What in your game do you
feel you need to approve on?

I don’t think there was
anything missing from the
team. I just think a little
bit of better chemistry and
more games together we
would’ve played a little better
just to kind a have a feel for
everything.

Hitting I would like to improve
you can always improve
with hitting just being
quicker stronger being more
consistent. Base running just
getting quicker, faster, and
learning how to read pitchers
better;
work on my glove and have a
stronger arm there is always
something you can improve
on.

You once said you would
always accept the invitation
to play for Team Serbia
do you still stand by that
statement?
Yes, whenever I get asked to
play for Team Serbia I would
for sure.
It is something I’m proud to be
a part of I love my teammates,
coaches, and the people over
there so whenever I get the
chance to play with them I
want to for sure.
What is it that draws you
most to play for the Serbia
national team?
I just love everything about
it. I’m proud to be Serbian, I
love the baseball part too, and
having those two together is
something special I’m just very
proud to be a part of the team.
Are you planning on coming
to Serbia for more extended
period of time maybe six
months?
I would like to come over there
for more than a couple weeks
it’s just I have to find time.
When baseball is done I would
really like to go there for an
extended period of time.

IBC was a great experience we won
the tournament and I made a lot
of good friends that I still keep in
touch with to this day and can’t wait
to continue those friendships on
and off the field
All of your teammates on the national team
speak very highly of you, do you think you
can pass on your knowledge to the younger
players in Serbia?
I would love to coach the younger guys out
there and help develop them and have them
play on the national team. It’s what we’re trying
to do now trying to develop everybody to get
to a high-level and compete with every team
across the world.
We’ve heard you signed a semi professional
contract this season what are your
expectations?
I don’t really have any expectations I just
wanna go out and play well and see what
happens from there.

This year the Serbia national
team is supposed to play the
European championships in
Moscow Russia, do you plan
on joining the team for the
championships?
I would love to play out in
Russia I think that would be
great for us. Like I said before
we have a great team we have
some experience under our
belt now and we’ll see if it
happens. If it happens we will
be ready to go if not we will
continue to train and get ready
for the next tournament.
Finally, do you have a
message for national
teammates and younger
players in Serbia?
Yes, I hope everybody stays
safe, I hope everybody is
smart, I hope everybody
stays healthy. Once this
virus passes soon I hope we
can all get together and start
training and get ready for the
European Championships.
Miss you guys.
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NEWS

MOSCOW CANCLED
This Pandemic has put the world on hold and has hit everyone
in one way or another. For Serbia Baseball this meant that our
European Championships were postponed till next year in
Moscow, Russia. With a strong core already built Team Serbia
gets an extra year to focus on development and growth. We plan
on making our biggest step with our National Program in 2021
winning the European Pool B group and moving to the A Pool.
Although National Team Tournaments will not be played, our
Serbian Baseball League will still be taking place locally. The
season started in the month of June and the plan is to play a full
season. Safety is a big concern while continuing with the season
but precautions have been taken place and the development of
Serbian Baseball players will continue.

BASEBALL IN
SERBIA 2020
The Serbian Baseball Federation has decided
to go forward with a season in the Senior
League and Little League. With the Serbian
Government opening up Serbia for normal
life, the heads of the Federation have taken
the opportunity to keep the growth and
development continued without missing any
action. With no major European tournaments
this year baseball players in Serbia will only
have domestic games to play, next year 2021
the Federation expects a full domestic and
international schedule.
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Contact us:
Nick Mitrovich

Email: nmitrovich@serbianbaseball.org
Phone: 224-567-9751

Christian Bokich
Email: cbokich@serbianbaseball.org
Phone: 630-209-1025

Keith Corona
Email: kcorona@serbianbaseball.org
Phone: 805-364-2310
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JOIN
SERBIA

BASEBALL
TEAM
Would you like an opportunity to play for the Serbian Nation Baseball Team?
Well here is your chance because the recruiting process never stops. If you think
you have what it takes send us an email with your information, if you do have any
video to attach that would be highly recommend for our coaches to look at too.
We are here to answer all questions and we look forward to hearing from you.
Please only contact us with serious inquiries and you must be Serbian to be
able to participate thank you.

Contact us:

info@serbianbaseball.org

Nick Mitrovich

nmitrovich@serbianbaseball.org

